Predicting treatment course and outcome using a promotion and prevention framework in a community sample of arthritis sufferers
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Objective: The present study examined the proposition that patients need to focus on something beyond simply “getting better”. In a sample of arthritis sufferers, we distinguished individuals by the goals that motivated them — moving toward aspirational goals and maximizing gains (promotion focus) rather than obligations and minimizing losses (prevention focus) — and how these motivational styles influenced treatment.

Methods: Patients (N=254) participated in a randomized controlled trial of resistance training and self-management, providing 6 time points of data over 2 years. Promotion and prevention focus at baseline were used to predict the course (compliance and changes in coping self-efficacy) and outcome (changes in physical functioning) of treatment.

Results: Arthritis sufferers with strong promotion orientations showed significant improvements in physical functioning (a direct positive impact on physical health); there were no significant associations with treatment compliance and coping self-efficacy. Arthritis sufferers with strong prevention orientations complied less with the treatment and showed little change in coping self-efficacy during treatment, which, in turn, predicted worse physical functioning over time (a pernicious, indirect influence on treatment outcome).

Conclusion: A focus on positive approach-oriented goals may improve overall treatment response, whereas a focus on negative avoidance-oriented goals may degrade treatment response through reduced compliance and self-efficacy.
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Introduction

Consider two patients seeking medical advice for knee pain: patient A seeks treatment to “get better” by preventing distress caused by her symptoms, while patient B seeks treatment to “get better” by promoting a more active and meaningful lifestyle. Both patients received a prescription pain reliever, yet patient B remains unhappy and incapable of striving toward fulfillment. Her initial treatment response — preventing distress — did not lead her to her real desired outcome — promoting an active lifestyle. Most clinical psychology theories rest on the assumption that the distress reduction leads to desirable, positive life outcomes. Yet in this example, the patient’s initial goal orientation when seeking treatment (preventing a negative outcome versus promoting a positive outcome) was a driving factor in the process and outcome of treatment. Thus, reduction in pain does not necessarily lead to an increase in positive experiences.

Indeed, researchers in various fields have discovered that the absence of negative outcomes, events, thoughts, and emotions does not necessarily imply the presence of positive outcomes, events, thoughts, and emotions.1,2 Much work has illustrated the
independence of positive and negative motivation systems (eg, behavioral activation/inhibition) as well as the independence of motivational states initiated by positive and negative goals – namely promotion and prevention orientations. These different motivational systems produced different behavioral outcomes and lead to novel treatments for physical and psychological health.

Despite these results, no studies have examined how these motivational systems work for patients whose treatment typically involves the prevention goal of reducing pain – patients with osteoarthritis. The closest approximations have examined how depression (which has been argued as an underdeveloped promotion orientation) is associated with poorer osteoarthritis treatment outcomes, how self-discrepancies between current and idealized selves predict more pain in osteoarthritis, and how positive and negative beliefs about treatment differentially influence those processes in osteoarthritis patients.

The purpose of this paper was to examine these independent goals and orientations to determine if (and how) individuals gain more from treatment when the treatment matches the patient’s motivational orientation. A promotion and prevention orientation is a potentially informative framework because prior work showed differential outcomes based upon an individual’s goals, as well as processes and strategies used to reach those goals. Unfortunately, the patient burden of such self-report instruments often preclude patient-reported outcomes (PRO’s) such as these from being assessed outside of certain explicit PRO initiatives, and so alternative tools such as the nomogram approach used in the present research can help examine these broad orientations without increasing patient burden.

Treatment matching with promotion/prevention orientations

Many researchers posit that when treatments match a patient’s preferences or aptitudes (cf. aptitude by treatment interactions), the treatment effects get maximized. Those expectations, however, have not had much empirical support over the years. Individual difference variables often reduce the effects of treatments and few findings suggest that there are positive factors that amplify treatment effects. Promotion and prevention orientations stand as one example that defies those non-findings (Regulatory Fit). A promotion-oriented person eagerly seeks out gains by focusing on achievement and growth-related goals. By contrast, a prevention-oriented person attempts to avoid losses by focusing on responsibility and safety-related goals. When viewed in this light, the absence of a prevention goal clearly does not imply the presence of a promotion goal and vice versa. Yet when a person navigates life by heavily leaning on one of these orientations, this individual difference may offer researchers (and practitioners) a simple heuristic for matching treatments to patients to maximize treatment outcomes.

Each of these factors influencing treatment requires information that is 1) hard to gather from patients and 2) difficult to apply to individuals. A patient’s promotion/prevention orientation, however, remains relatively easy to measure and use for classifying patients. In addition, promotion and prevention orientations likely contribute in unique ways to the treatment process and therefore to treatment outcomes; so, we examined the mechanisms by which a person’s promotion/prevention orientation influences treatment outcomes. By examining both outcome and process, this research provides inroads for better matching patients with a broader range of tailored treatments.

Clinical application of promotion/prevention – self-efficacy

A primary focus in many treatments is increasing a patient’s self-efficacy regarding their ability to make improvements. A person’s belief in their ability to achieve some outcome (ie, self-efficacy) is crucial to the change process. Self-efficacy leads to improvement in a variety of domains, from increasing well-being, to fostering resilience, to facilitating recovery. The treatment process, however, involves reciprocal relationships between objective gains and perceived self-efficacy. To this end, increases in self-efficacy can be seen as crucial to increases in functional outcomes – a relationship that has been established through experimental manipulations. Given that individuals in treatment may have differing goals (promotion or prevention goals), they likely have differing levels of self-efficacy and goal-related treatment trajectories throughout the course of treatment. Differing levels of self-efficacy throughout the treatment process potentially influence behavioral shifts in response to treatment. These behavioral shifts may influence changes in functional outcomes without being directly responsible for functional change.

Clinical application of promotion/prevention – compliance

Aside from the cognitive element of self-efficacy, another important treatment mechanism is the behavioral component of compliance. Research has demonstrated a strong connection between types of health messages and individuals’...
compliance with these messages. Health messages framed in terms of gains (promotion) or losses (prevention) can lead people to comply in different ways.\textsuperscript{18} Gain-framed health messages lead people to more health-promotion behaviors; loss-framed health messages lead people to more disease-prevention behaviors. These broad message manipulations, however, may only have a small effect,\textsuperscript{19} and it is often the case that only one particular type of health behavior is relevant to a person, such as altering alcohol intake, instead of preventing a disease, such as cancer. The greatest benefit might arise from targeting specific health behaviors with attention to individual differences in motivational dispositions. Recent research suggests that tailoring health messages to individuals’ motivational dispositions increases positive attitudes toward the health behaviors,\textsuperscript{20} intention to perform the health behaviors,\textsuperscript{21} and actual compliance with the healthy behaviors.\textsuperscript{22} Our goal in the present research study was to assess the usefulness of promotion and prevention dispositions in the treatment of arthritis.

**Present study**

Interventions aimed at treating a physically debilitating, degenerative disease such as arthritis serve as a useful context where individual differences (promotion or prevention) might impact processes (eg, compliance, expectations) and outcomes (eg, immediate treatment response, long-term impact). One person may seek treatment with the goal of preventing the pain associated with arthritis (much like patient A), another person will seek treatment with the goal of promoting their active lifestyle that has been hindered by the pain of arthritis (much like patient B). Treatments framed to favor only one of these orientations ought to produce greater treatment response variability.\textsuperscript{23,24} Many treatment outcomes for arthritis are overt and readily measurable (eg, physical movement/functioning). Thus, arthritis treatment offers us a unique opportunity to test our primary proposition: promotion and prevention orientations both predict treatment response but in unique ways.

The present study explores the independent contributions of promotion and prevention goal orientations to predict how people with osteoarthritis comply with, feel competent about, and respond to treatment. Our outcome variables – total treatment compliance, changes in self-efficacy, and changes in physical functioning – reflect greater engagement, and so we expected promotion orientation to be a strong positive predictor for all three. By contrast, we expected prevention orientation to negatively predict all three outcomes. Furthermore, our compliance ratings reflect a trait-dependent outcome, whereas changes over time in self-efficacy and physical functioning measures reflect state-dependent outcomes. As a result, we hypothesized that people with a stronger promotion orientation will show higher overall treatment compliance and greater positive changes in coping self-efficacy leading to greater positive changes in physical functioning (via a mediation model); a stronger prevention orientation was expected to be a negative predictor of overall compliance, changes in self-efficacy, and changes in functioning. In sum, we aimed to identify distinct connections between a fundamental individual difference factor (promotion/prevention) and common treatment processes (compliance, self-efficacy, and physical functioning), so that treatment of arthritis as a disease can be refined to a more targeted treatment of individuals with arthritis.

More precisely, we hypothesized a mediation model where a promotion and prevention orientation would predict treatment compliance as well as changes in coping self-efficacy and functional outcomes. The treatment outcome effects were expected to be mediated by treatment compliance and changes in coping self-efficacy. Hence, our model specifies a simplex mediation process whereby both treatment compliance and changes in coping self-efficacy mediate the effects of a promotion orientation. We included both promotion and prevention orientation in the model at the same level and allowed them to correlate. Testing both orientations simultaneously provides a more conservative test for the relative influence of both promotion and prevention orientation, without biasing the model toward one or the other.

**Methods**

We tested the aforementioned mediation model with a sample of patients undergoing arthritis treatment. Our sample represented both a common medical problem as well as treatment outcomes that can be characterized as subjective and objective. We provide further justification for the utility of this sample in the following text.

Osteoarthritis, the most common form of arthritis, currently affects about 12% of the US population.\textsuperscript{25} Several efficacious treatments exist that reliably provide relief to sufferers (eg, exercise;\textsuperscript{26,27} self-management;\textsuperscript{28} anti-inflammatory drugs),\textsuperscript{29} but treatment effect sizes (between 0.10 and 0.40) indicate that a sizable percentage of osteoarthritis patients fail to respond to these treatments; conservative estimates of number needed to treat lead us to expect 50%-90% treatment non-response. Considering individual differences that enhance treatment outcomes might produce a large number (ie, millions) of previously unrealized positive
treatment outcomes. Furthermore, if this individual difference framework can aid in treatment with such low response rates, it may excel in aiding treatments with much higher response rates (ie, cognitive and behavioral therapies).

Data and design
Two-hundred and fifty-four participants (N=254) provided 2-year repeated measures (6 time points) data from a non-blinded, randomized controlled trial of resistance training and self-management for osteoarthritis (the Knee Study; 273 patients were originally randomized, see Figure 1); these data served as the basis for our current study. The original study was approved by the University of Arizona Institutional Review Board and conducted in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration at the University of Arizona Arthritis Center in Tucson, AZ, USA. All study participants gave written informed consent prior to randomization. The trial aimed to compare the effects of three interventions: a resistance training program, a self-management program, and a combined resistance training and self-management program over a 24-month period.30 All three treatment arms were designed to improve coping self-efficacy and physical functioning. We found no significant differences between treatment arms across time on the relevant variables for this study, and all treatment arms showed significant changes over time. Accordingly, all current data analyses ignore between treatment arm effects, but include the change over time.

Participants
Knee Study participant eligibility criteria were 1) between the age of 35 and 64 years; 2) reported pain on most days in 1 or both knees; 3) duration of symptoms of <5 years; 4) had Kellgren and Lawrence classification (KL) grade II radiographic evidence of knee osteoarthritis in one or both knees;31 and 5) self-reported disability due to knee pain for at least 3 of the following: descending or ascending stairs, walking, kneeling, or performing daily activities. Potential participants were excluded if they had 1) an uncontrolled medical condition that precluded safe participation or prevention completion of the study (eg, heart disease, blood pressure, or respiratory conditions); 2) any neurological condition that could affect coordination; 3) inflammatory arthritis (eg, rheumatoid or psoriatic arthritis); 4) previous knee surgery; 5) KL grades III or IV radiographic evidence of osteoarthritis in one or both knees; 6) body mass index (BMI) >37.5 kg/m²—individuals over that limit were advised to follow a weight loss program and achieve stable weight for 6 months prior to participation; 7) a knee corticosteroid injection in the previous 3 months; 8) plans to move from the local area; 9) plans to become pregnant during the study period; 10) more than 120 minutes per week of any vigorous (eg, exercise, walking, household chores, etc.) physical activity; or 11) participated in any form of resistance training. Staff recruited participants from the local community, assessed eligibility by telephone, and if appropriate scheduled them for a radiographic exam administered by a staff rheumatologist. Individuals meeting all eligibility criteria were followed for a run-in period (average run-in days=73) and then randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups—a resistance training group, a self-management group, or a combined treatment group. Males and females were allocated separately in random blocks to ensure an equivalent distribution of sex among the groups.

Measures
Promotion orientation
We combined 20 total items from three scales to serve as our composite promotion orientation (Table 1). Each item was coded to correspond with a specific item from the Regulatory Focus Questionnaire promotion scale (RFQ).32 For example, the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) item eight (“I felt hopeful about the future”) was matched with RFQ item 10 (“I feel like I have made progress toward being successful in my life”). This composite included six items from the Revised NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R) short form (baseline administration only),33 all 10 items from the positive affect subscale of the Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS;34 administered four times over 2 years), and four items from CES-D (administered four times over 2 years),35 all of which were positively worded and positively scored, regardless of the scales’ reverse scoring. All items from each of these three scales corresponded with specific items on the promotion subscale of the RFQ. Each variable was standardized and then combined by taking the mean standardized variable to form a unit-weighted score ($\sigma^2=0.37$).36 The internal consistency of the promotion-relevant measures was high ($\alpha=0.90$) indicating good reliability and within the range of many other composite measures. Additionally, we assessed whether the newly created promotion scale changed over time but time failed to predict any differences in a linear regression and, as a result, we pooled all repeated measures into a within-subject mean.

Prevention orientation
We combined 18 total different items from the three scales mentioned previously for promotion and these items served as our composite prevention orientation measure (Table 1).
Each item was coded to correspond with a specific item from the RFQ prevention scale. For example, Neo-Pi-R item 10 ("I often feel tense and jittery") was matched with RFQ item five ("How often do you obey rules and regulations that were established by your parents?"). The composite included five items from the NEO-PI-R short form, all 10 items from the negative affect subscale of PANAS, and three items from the CES-D. Likewise, we used the same unit-weighted factor.


Table 1 Item maps for composite measures of promotion and prevention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RFQ subscale</th>
<th>RFQ item</th>
<th>CES-D item</th>
<th>Neo-Pi-R item</th>
<th>PANAS item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Promotion 1(R)</td>
<td>1, 16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5, 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion 3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3, 9, 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion 7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion 9(R)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion 10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion 11(R)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1, 6, 19, 33</td>
<td>1, 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention 2(R)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21, 22</td>
<td>8, 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention 4(R)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2, 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention 5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7, 18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention 6(R)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention 8(R)</td>
<td>5, 11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4, 11, 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: All composite items were positively scored. “-” = not applicable.

Abbreviations: RFQ, Regulatory Focus Questionnaire promotion scale; CES-D, Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; Neo-Pi-R, Revised NEO Personality Inventory; PANAS, Positive and Negative Affect Scale; R, reverse-coded RFQ items.

scoring method as discussed for the promotion orientation scale (α=0.32). All items from each of these four scales were positively worded and positively scored, regardless of the scales’ reverse scoring, and corresponded with specific items on the prevention subscale of the RFQ. The internal consistency of these four measures was reasonably high (α=0.84) indicating high intercorrelations among the variables. Similar to the promotion orientation measure, we assessed the temporal stability of the scores by person over time and found no significant changes; thus, we combined the repeated measures into a within-subject mean.

Mediators

Two constructs – overall treatment compliance and coping self-efficacy changes – provided the specific mechanistic variables for our mediational model. Treatment staff recorded treatment compliance by both attendance and successful completion (ie, participation and attendance) of every treatment occasion and scored compliance on a 0–100 scale with 0 representing non-compliance and 100 representing complete compliance. Coping self-efficacy changes came from a unit-weighted factor score (α=0.73) that consisted of the changes (within-subject regression coefficients) for three subscales from the Arthritis Self-Efficacy scale – coping self-efficacy with pain, functioning, and other symptoms over time.9 To estimate the change process, we first computed slope estimates over time for the Arthritis Self-Efficacy subscales using a linear mixed-effects model, saved the random coefficients for each participant, and partialled out baseline effects (ie, the random coefficient for the intercept) to only change by participant. Thus, the first mediator (compliance) was a treatment process variable, while the second mediator (coping self-efficacy) represented a proximal treatment change mechanism variable.

Physical functioning

We combined four Short Form-36 Health Survey subscales to create a composite measure of physical functioning change – a composite computed via the same unit-weighted factor score used previously.38 The subscales consisted of the total scale, physical functioning, bodily pain, and physical health. Since research participants’ physical functioning changed due to treatment, we estimated change scores from linear mixed-effects models (ie, the random coefficients with partialled out intercepts) just as we estimated the changes in coping self-efficacy. These change scores reflect the change in physical functioning and do not include any variance attributable to baseline functioning prior to treatment. Thus, all physical functioning change should be attributable to the traits (promotion or prevention for this model), treatment compliance, or treatment target (coping self-efficacy changes) and not on pre-treatment physical functioning.

Data analysis

We tested a two-mediator (compliance and changes in coping self-efficacy) path model where promotion and prevention effects on changes in physical functioning were mediated by treatment compliance and changes in coping self-efficacy (ie, the proximal treatment target). Our rationale for the ordering of the mediation pathway is as follows. First, the dispositional factors of promotion and prevention are viewed as traits rather than states and accordingly occur prior to any treatment. Thus, these factors served as our antecedents (X) in our mediation model. Second, compliance (M1) is a treatment-relevant variable measured throughout the 3-month treatment period. Treatment, therefore, logically follows our antecedents (X) and precedes changes in coping self-efficacy and physical functioning. Finally, since the treatment focused on changing coping self-efficacy we assumed that changes in that proximal outcome would precede changes in physical functioning. We assessed the model using the structural equation model (SEM) package in R (version 2.15.2)39,40 – a program that uses the ML algorithm to produce parameter estimates and standard errors. Our choice of SEM to analyze the mediational model was due to its flexibility in allowing us to test both mediational pathways simultaneously. Model fit evaluation was based upon the standard chi-square (non-significant), comparative fit index (CFI; >0.9), and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA; <0.05) standards.
All bivariate relationships in the path model were subjected to regression analysis and diagnostics to rule out regression artifacts, outlier influence, non-linear relationships, or spurious effects. In addition to this SEM model, we conducted a dummy-coded bivariate general linear model to examine the simple impact of a person’s promotion and prevention profile on changes in overall functioning.

**Results**

A total of 182 participants (72% of the baseline sample) completed all follow-up measures throughout the 2-year follow-up period. Missing data were handled with multiple imputation using predictive mean-matching in the R statistical package “mice”, and indicated a negligible amount of missing information (mean $\gamma<0.00001$). Dropout can be seen in the consort diagram (Figure 1). The analysis sample was all 254 participants from baseline. Participants were on average 52.6 (SD=7.1) years old, 77.0% women, 91.7% white, and with an average BMI of 27.7 kg/m² (SD=4.2). As reported in the original intervention study, some of these demographic characteristics influenced functioning; however, none of these factors significantly moderated the meditational path model presented, and thus are not included to preserve parsimony of the results.

The two-mediator model met all fit criteria. Specifically, the CFI (0.99) met our criterion of 0.90, the chi-square was non-significant ($\chi^2[1]=0.14, p=0.70$), and the RMSEA was within our criterion of 0.05 (RMSEA<0.01; 95% CI: 0, 0.12). We inspected model modification indices and none improved our model nor would they be theoretically justifiable. Thus, we chose to report the model specified a priori and to ignore empirically driven modifications. In total, the prediction model accounted for 16% of the variance in coping self-efficacy change and 27% of the variance in physical functioning change.

Table 2 lists the coefficients and appropriate statistics for our resultant model. Each parameter represents a path in Figure 2 with standardized coefficients and their appropriate $p_{rep}$ values. Specifically, promotion had a positive, direct effect ($\beta=0.22, z=3.80, p<0.05$) and no significant indirect effect – on changes in physical functioning. Higher promotion scores predicted greater positive changes in physical functioning over the 2-year study. By contrast, prevention had a negative indirect effect – and no significant direct effect – on physical functioning. Higher prevention scores predicted lower or even negative changes in coping self-efficacy ($\beta=0.13, z=-2.13, p<0.05$) and coping self-efficacy changes had a positive relationship with changes in physical functioning ($\beta=0.40, z=-6.41, p<0.05$). Thus, higher prevention scores were predictive of lower treatment compliance and lower or even negative physical functioning changes but those effects were fully mediated by changes in coping self-efficacy (see Figure 2). Promotion and prevention measures showed a significant, negative correlation ($\beta=-0.57, z=-7.86, p<0.05$).

With respect to the process-related variables, compliance directly and positively predicted changes in coping self-efficacy ($\beta=0.22, z=-3.80, p<0.05$). With regard to the path model with promotion orientation as the primary predictor, four of the nine specified paths were significantly different from zero, with a fifth being marginally significantly different from zero. Figure 2 shows the complete model along with the significant standardized paths and their respective coefficients. The significant paths all had relatively high probability estimates for replication ($p_{rep}>0.60$ for all). Bivariate regression diagnostic tests revealed no significant data points to skew the results.

In order to get a general idea of how the four potential promotion/prevention profiles predicted the main treatment outcome, physical functioning, we created binary data by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 SEM parameters and statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention → compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention → self-efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion → self-efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention → functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion → functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance → self-efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance → functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy → functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention → promotion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: “→” refers to directional association with temporal precedence. “↔” refers to correlational association within the same time point.

Abbreviation: SEM, structural equation model.
splitting – via median – all participants’ promotion and prevention score to categorize them as high on both, low on both, or high on one and low on another. We observed large differences in the percentage of participants who increased in functioning by promotion/prevention profile: more participants high in promotion and low in prevention improved in functioning (59% improved, N=103), slightly more participants high in both promotion and prevention improved in functioning (53% improved, N=38), while more participants actually decreased in functioning (44% improved, N=38) if they were low in both promotion and prevention; considerably more participants decreased in functioning (35% improved, N=71) if they were low in promotion and high in prevention (Figure 3).

Participants low in both promotion and prevention showed a marginal decrease in functioning ($\beta=-0.29$, $p=0.055$). Compared to participants low in both promotion and prevention, participants high in promotion orientation actually showed a positive change in functioning. This was true for participants solely high in promotion ($\beta=0.49$, $p=0.007$) and participant high in both promotion and prevention ($\beta=0.55$, $p=0.013$). By contrast, participants high in prevention not only did not improve but also decreased in functioning similar to participants low in both prevention and promotion ($\beta=0.02$, $p=0.907$). There were no significant effects for these between-group analyses when examining compliance and changes in coping self-efficacy.

**Discussion**

We provided simple and striking evidence for the utility of classifying individuals based upon promotion and prevention orientation. Furthermore, we provided potential mechanistic evidence for two distinct paths from promotion and prevention orientations to treatment outcomes. A promotion orientation predicts increased functioning directly; promotion-oriented individuals improved more in functioning, and this improvement could not be accounted for by greater compliance or coping self-efficacy over the course of the intervention. So what is the mechanism by which a trait promotion orientation directly leads to reporting of increased functioning? It is our belief that people with a promotion orientation report better functioning because they are not focused on functioning. Instead, they are focused on achieving any number of other future goals that are personally meaningful, which is the end-game of any treatment. Focusing on these end goals may in fact serve as a resilience factor to negative experiences along the way. A deeper look at our findings supports this conclusion.

**Promotion and prevention orientations and treatment outcomes**

We have a clear view of how the treatment outcome itself differed by a participant’s standing on promotion and prevention. Very simply, profiles high in promotion were likely to show improvements in functioning, whereas profiles high in prevention were less likely to show improvements, and even showed decreases in functioning (as seen in Figure 3). Most strikingly, having low promotion scores was consistently related to a greater chance of decreases in functioning across these profiles. These functioning differences provide a clear message: having promotion-oriented goal is necessary to see improvements in functioning, regardless of a person’s prevention-oriented goal. As previously mentioned, this may reflect the need for individuals to have some future-oriented goal to strive toward in order to benefit maximally from this particular treatment. This invokes the notion that promotion and prevention orientations might also be proxy variables for other related individual difference factors, including a person’s temporal focus. Supplemeting these results, our SEM results provide nuanced detail about promotion and prevention as individual predictors in the treatment process.
Promotion orientation in the treatment process

While promising as an individual predictor, promotion orientation failed to predict either of the treatment process variables. We had hypothesized that a promotion orientation would predict treatment compliance – a simple, intuitive assumption given that compliance ought to be an indicator of promotion-oriented behavior. Yet, the act of showing up to a treatment session provides an imperfect behavioral indicator of treatment engagement (mindful engagement might be better).46 Furthermore, promotion orientation did not predict changes in self-efficacy – the treatment change process targeted in the treatment trial. We expected a promotion orientation to be relevant to dynamic goal-oriented processes. While the exact mechanism that accounts for a relationship between promotion orientation and coping self-efficacy cannot be determined from our available data, it is possible that promotion-oriented individuals already maintained reasonable levels of coping self-efficacy and did not require any changes to initiate functional outcome changes. Our hypothesis of promotion orientation predicting compliance may not be borne out with these analyses; however, compliance did predict changes in coping self-efficacy and changes in coping self-efficacy predicted changes in functioning. Thus, there is still a clear path between treatment processes and outcomes, which appear to capture the sequelae of prevention-focused individuals more so than promotion-focused individuals.

The influence of both compliance and promotion orientation on physical functioning was mediated by coping self-efficacy; neither showed a direct effect. These different mediational processes may be indicative of the cognitive (promotion orientation) and behavioral (treatment compliance) components of most psychosocial interventions for degenerative diseases. In some studies, the cognitive component (eg, positive coping strategies)47 significantly predicted outcomes, while in others, the behavioral component (eg, treatment compliance)48 significantly predicted outcomes. Both appear relevant to the change process but they exert a differential impact on the eventual outcomes.

Prevention orientation in the treatment process

Although related to the treatment process, it appears that a prevention orientation provides little value in directly predicting treatment response – at least for osteoarthritis sufferers. Theories largely based upon the similar framework of prevention and avoidance (eg, Terror Management Theory)49 might predict certain negative behaviors well but may not predict positive change processes such as overcoming health problems, struggling with life stressors, or attaining difficult goals. Recent research suggests that temperament interacts with the treatment type.11,50 Individuals presented with congruent treatment messages (ie, promotion oriented with positive messages and prevention oriented with negative messages) responded best to treatment. All three treatment arms in the original Knee study were positively framed such that participants who were more promotion-oriented might respond to the treatment. These findings might fit well with the aptitude by treatment interactions;16 however, further evidence needs to clearly support this treatment matching effect.

Limitations

Taken together, these findings suggest that treatment response may be predicated on promotion orientations and not on prevention orientations. These findings are consistent with previous work but there are some limitations that need elaboration. Both promotion and prevention orientations were observed and not selected – raising the possibility that the effects might be overestimated for one (promotion) and underestimated for the other (prevention). These biases might arise from a lack of variance due to self-selection into the study or variability in orientation related to osteoarthritis.

In defense of the latter problem, we selected only individuals who were predominantly inactive, and so it is unlikely that these people were more likely to be promotion-oriented individuals if promotion orientation were predictive of physical activity. We expect the contrary and hold that these results might actually be a conservative estimate of the effects of each temperament.

Another potential limitation is that osteoarthritis might offer a unique situation that fails to generalize well to other psychological or medical conditions. We acknowledge that limitation but hold that arthritis, in general, serves as an excellent proving ground for psychosocial theories related to stress and well-being. Arthritis impacts both physical and cognitive aspects of daily life and provides equal opportunity for individual differences of behavioral temperament and cognitive vulnerabilities to impact outcomes. These degenerative diseases provide us with an opportunity to observe how individual differences may affect both cognitive functioning and physical functioning over time. Nevertheless, our findings may not generalize to other less stressful or single-faceted diseases.
Strengths and future directions

Strengths of the current research include the focus on a real-world sample of adults within a treatment study and an examination of psychological and physical change over time. The simultaneous analysis of multiple dispositions and mediators in the same model underscores the positive psychological tenant of the independence of positive and negative. Our findings show promise for studying how personality and social psychological constructs and theories can help clinical psychology differentiate treatment responders from non-responders. Future research focusing on individual differences may unravel other potentially useful aptitude by treatment interactions that seem hard to identify. In addition, future research may shed more light on a reciprocal relationship between individuals and treatment, whereby treatment also affects psychological factors of an individual (eg, a prevention-oriented patient acquiring a promotion-oriented state in treatment). While there is substantial work to be done, we feel the promise from these findings should stimulate more interest in this line of inquiry.
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